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The entrance to the “Old Holland House”is shown in
this charming cover photo. The home is located on
Coyote Creek Road, about a mile from Crow. The
house was built in 1905, and the Holland’s were both
teachers in Crow, Oregon. It has been well-cared-for
over the years by several owners, including the
Ledgerwoods, the Stavelands and now John and
Catherine Smith. The photo was taken in August 2013
by a friend of the Smiths, Faith Echtermeyer.
Thanks to the Smiths for sending us this charming
picture for our April issue. As a local historian, I’d
like to get a picture of the house, itself, too... especially from its “younger years.” pe

“Ripple”
Upcoming
Deadlines
2014
July - “Content”
October - “Lodge”
2015
January - “Trial”
April - “Art”
July - “Distant”

Summer - May 15
Fall - August 15
Winter - Nov 15
Spring - Feb 15

To learn more about our returning contributors, check out their webpages on
the Groundwaters website at:
http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com
April 2014
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Editorial Perspectives

G

roundwaters is blessed with some really wonderful
supporters. Among them are, of course, the very talented storytellers, poets and artists who make our magazine possible. Then, there are our readers who show their
appreciation with their generous praise and word-of-mouth
recommendations; our advertisers and donors whose support provides us with the means to pay some of the bills;
and our subscribers who expand our readership outside of
the distribution areas.
Other, very special supporters, are the board members
of the Oregon Country Fair’s Bill Wooten Endowment
Committee who have once again chosen to provide the
Groundwaters Magazine Project’s School Outreach Program with grant funds to print several more books in area
classrooms. We have produced two books of stories and
beautiful illustrations done by students at the Veneta Elementary School (Memories by teacher Angie Pebworth;
and Our Important Book by teacher Deanna Greene) and
one more is about ready to go to press.
Thanks to the OCF funding, enough books, once completed, are ordered so that each student and the teacher get
their own copies. Additional copies are also provided to
the school library and the local community library.
We’re also working with Aaron Brown, Superintendent
of the Crow-Applegate-Lorane School District, to line up
some more projects in the Applegate and, possibly, the Crow
Middle/High School.
We’d like to expand to other schools. So far, Jen Chambers and I oversee it, although it’s actually Jen’s program.
She works with the teachers in the classrooms and coordinates the stories and pictures that are eventually published
in “real” books that can be obtained on Amazon.com. (Look
them up on-line if you’d like to see what the kids have
done.)
I work in the background, doing all of the scanning,
layout work, and preparation for publication. These books
have been labors of love for us, but unfortunately, Jen does
not drive, so we have not contacted other schools/school
districts in our distribution area.
If any of you are interested in becoming Groundwaters
ambassadors in your local schools, we’d love to provide
other children with the experience of becoming published
authors.
One of the 2nd grade classrooms at Veneta Elementary
even held an autograph signing party when the books were
distributed. It was so rewarding to watch them autograph
each others’ books and look through their very own copies
to show their parents what they had done.
Thank you so much to the Oregon Country Fair, and to
all of our “super-supporters.” We couldn’t continue providing Groundwaters without your very generous support!
pe
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Island Ripple
Sun peeps through a golden glow,
in crescendo, a creative blow.
Wind rushes through palm trees
in a rippling symphony
at sea.
Clouds puff, pile high
ever so far up in the sky.
Placid cerulean sea below
whispers, ripples in a soft sigh.
Then, rains pour forth,
pound.
Create a chanting drumming sound,
Offering a different glow,
producing a crisp, radiant rainbow.
~ gael Doyle-Oroyan

Memories Lost
Enraptured by the passion that you saw in my eyes
I think you miscalculated what was hidden behind them.
You fell so quickly, and yet you shied away as well.
Now I feel as if you’ve been submerged in your own
inner hell.
You loved me like I hoped for, and I kept my promise
true.
Yet now in the midst of loneliness it seems you’ve
started to come unglued.
If I disappeared in a moment’s notice, and our flame of
love was gone
would you miss the scent of my skin?
Would you wish that I weren’t gone?
Would you remember the smile I gave you?
Or wish to keep me close at hand?
Or would the past flicker of your heart
come to claim you in what you wished you would have
had?
~ Sai Johnson

“Remember there's no such thing as a small act of kindness.
Every act creates a ripple with no logical end.” ~ Scott Adams
“When was the last time you spent a quiet moment just doing
nothing - just sitting and looking at the sea, or watching the
wind blowing the tree limbs, or waves rippling on a pond, a
flickering candle or children playing in the park?” ~ Ralph Marston
“There is one order of beauty which seems made to turn heads.
It is a beauty like that of kittens, or very small downy ducks
making gentle rippling noises with their soft bills, or babies just
beginning to toddle.” ~ T.S. Eliot

Flying Lessons
By Reida Kimmel

A

s reliable as the strengthening spring sun, the barn
swallows return to our farm in the third week of April.
Some years it is warm, in other years they are met with
squalls of sleet and dustings of wet snow. At first there are
just a few, possibly males, though one cannot really tell
because the sexes are identical. Then suddenly the barnyard is alive with swooping chattering shapes, moving too
fast to count. It is such a happy time for most of us, but not
for the cats. When they were just kittens, being allowed
outside for the first time, Pascal and Alistair were mercilessly attacked by swallows, repeatedly. Beaten to
the ground, harshly. One lesson was enough. “Cats
do not go near the barn, roll on the gravel driveway
near the barn, or heavens forefend, ever enter the building.” That was five years ago, and even in
winter, the felines rarely set foot in the barn,
though in the off-season they will walk beside it.
For many years, we had three or
four barn swallow nests, but in the
past decades, the numbers have
steadily increased. Last year, that cloud of birds built
more than ten nests. I could not count them all
because some were hidden in the back rafters.
The horse and hay barn has always been
the prime turf. Increasingly, population
pressures have forced other pairs to build at the chicken
house, the sheep pen, the storage shed or any warm sheltered spot in the vicinity of flies, midges and other livestock-induced insects. The good services of the swallows
in pest control completely outweigh the annoyance of the
bits of bird poop that descend onto the horses’ backs. But
poop there is, the barn walls and doors are painted with it.
Mounds build up under the more obscure nests. I have to
protect hay and straw bales with heavy cardboard covers.
The babies are so clean in their nests. They stand up, twirl
around, hang their tiny butts over the side of the nest, and
shoot out the stream. Best not get in the way! We have
noticed that our swallows do not mind my presence or the
dogs’, but if someone less familiar joins me, silence ensues. Parents go away or wait at a distance until the intruder departs. The baby swallows must get cues from the
parents to be quiet and still.
Fledging time is the best, and we get to see it twice,
and occasionally three times, because the mother swallows make a second family, and fledge it just before leaving us to travel south. The little guys (or gals), still wearing their bright baby markings about the face, start to learn
to fly by hopping and flapping out of their nests to the
nearest rafter, and back again. Or they just hang out on the

rafter begging for more and more food, chattering all the
time. It’s lucky that most of the parents have assistants,
probably older siblings, to help supply insects. Soon the
real flying commences. The fledglings fly back and forth
in the alley between the stalls and the hay storage, or they
flutter into the hay barn and fly around and around where
there is no hot sun, no wind, and plenty of bales and beams
to rest on. What cacophony! The next step is to venture
into the wide world, which means the vegetable garden,
and to learn to hunt. The fence is a nice place to rest between flights. But sometimes things just do not work out
as planned. One afternoon Chuck exploded into peals of
laughter. “Look at that!” What he saw was a tiny bird
carrying a really big moth. It was heading
bravely to the garden, so burdened it could
hardly fly. The little swallow made it to
the garden fence, but I think the moth
escaped.
Fledging and learning to
fly do not take long. Within a
week the ‘babes’ are perched on
roofs and branches with all the other
swallows, discussing really serious matters
– that is, when they are not on the wing, a cloud
of swallows in pursuit of calories. Then suddenly, one
day in September they are gone... until next year. May
they find healthy food, warm sunshine and shelter in the
far South. May many, one dare not hope all, return to us in
April. My birthday present. I’m waiting.

Snippits for the Sparrows
Spring is here and so’s the sun,
I hope I’m not too late.
For I have saved snippits from
My sewing basket to drape
my garden gate.
The sparrows use them, every one,
Along with twig and feather,
to make their babies a lovely nest
together.
And for a little while, the eggs
are warm and cozy.
But soon the Baby Birds will
play Ring-a-round the Rosie.
~ Rosanna Martin
April 2014
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Ripples of Life

The Philosopher’s
Corner
Thinking outside the box
By Jimminy Cricket

Ripple?

I

try to attempt to somehow include each issue’s theme in
my articles for the “Philosopher’s Corner.” I found this
theme to be particularly difficult, though. It would be easier
to simply ignore it, or somehow deal with it.
For me, the first thing that comes to mind is a memory
of skid-row in Portland. In 1958, I was involved with a
group of other Bible students that were conducting religious services for the “street people” of Portland.
What does that have to do with our current theme? What
comes to mind for me is Ripple, an inexpensive wine that
was very popular and found in the mini-marts on skid row.
My second perception of the theme is that of a pebble
and a pond, relating the effects to the ideas that I express in
my column... like the pebble tossed into the still waters of
the reader’s mind with gentle ripples of thought and contemplation.
It seems to me that still waters tend to stagnate and
perhaps pebbles, stones and rocks serve to stir up the waters just as thoughts ripple across the surface of one’s mind.
My own mind continues to be somewhat overwhelmed
– artificially stilled by medications – and the ripples are
few... or is it the lack of pebbles and stones?
I’m hoping that our upcoming move – giving up our
house and yard for a retirement center – will make a splash.
It’s a big change for us, precipitated mainly by my mobility problems. However, I am looking forward to it – no
house repairs or yard work, more time for what really matters and lots of quiet corners to curl up in with paper and
pen. Soon the weaning from the medications will be complete and hopefully the flow of words will return.
All in all, life is good, change is good, the adventure
continues. Thank goodness for ripples…
~ Jimminy Crickett

PLACE AD FOR
POETRY
ANTHOLOGY
HERE

The Garden Gate
Come little Sparrow,
Don’t be late.
Snippets drape my garden gate.
Come on wing, return to perch.
For other birds are in the lurch
It’s time to get your nest in shape,
So don’t fly past my garden gate.
~ Rosanna Martin
6
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On a still pond, the toss of a stone forms concentric
circles,
each growing larger than the first until fading into the
banks.
A field of tall grass bends before a summer breeze, row
after row bowing.
Strong winds push wavelets across a lake
where they lap against the graveled shore.
Small streams ripple gently across a mountain meadow
filled with wildflowers—red paintbrush, yellow lilies and
blue lupine.
Receding waters pull
granules of wet sand back to the sea in tidy grooves,
creating patterns on the beach around a shell or rock.
Flowing lava may cool in ripples.
The wind coming up a canyon bends trees in rapid
succession,
roaring like the ocean.
Frogs begin their songs one at a time
and the music grows as others join, becoming hundreds.
One night I yodeled from my campsite in an alpine basin
and coyotes howled back.
Sometimes a chance acquaintance knows
one of your relatives or knows a good friend
from one of your past lives and you bond,
even if briefly.
Harsh words spoken in haste may
spread quickly and wound deeply.
Thoughtful words spoken with kindness
may radiate outward more slowly
but have the power to heal.
A poem may ripple across your soul.
~ Susanne Twight-Alexander

Irrepressible Ripples

W

ho is that faultfinding critical gremlin speaking to
me from my mirror? What does she know? I innocently inquire her opinion.
I’m startled as she has a boatload of judgments, evaluations, comparisons which she seems too eager to share
with me:
“For starters, Do something about your hair, your face,
your body... never mind. It’s all too late.”
From somewhere inside I hear:
“Look again, listen to the one speaking behind your face.”
I see her lips move but the voice is inaudible beneath the
roaring, harsh din careening off the cliff walls of my mind:
“You can never make it. You are too timid, never
enough, too stupid. You can’t remember anything. You are
too old, too much. . . . and way too late...
Still, I try to hear the other, hushed voice
“Say again. Please say again.
I sense my determination to hear her, encourage her.
The critical clatter is muffled.
Barely audible, she starts with a whisper:
“May I offer you a second opinion?...
“Behold your beauty, your magnificence.
Treasure the one life given. Hold it lightly, reverently in
your hands.
Caress its delicate mystery.
Hold tenderly this day, given only once and never again.
Bow low in gratitude for the miracle of birth, breath,
bubbling laughter, the transforming journey of death
and the life you are.
Look deep into the pool behind the mirror. Behold, your
wondrous being.
See how deeply you are loved, how absurd to fear
anything at all.
Ah sweetheart, how strong, how resilient, how rich you
are, reflecting facets of the Divine.
Do not hide your exquisite light under a lie, a false face.
Come out. Shine. It’s time.
Dance the dance only you can.
Dance to the singing and clapping of the Universe.
Yes, you are deeply loved, yes cherished, celebrated.
There is nothing wrong with you.
Pay no mind to the critic. That’s just her day-job.
I am your Wise Advocate. I’ve been with you from the
beginning. Waiting. Come. Let’s talk.
This love letter is your truth. Trust it. Take it. Run with it.
Put it beside your pillow at night. Dance with it.
Like a pebble thrown in a pond, let this love grow
wavelets of radical self-acceptance,
Extending out into an ever widening arc... until...
These irrepressible ripples join and connect everyone you
touch in a circle of love.”

Spring Has Sprung
The weather’s still unsettled, The lawns are growing
rampant,
And once again the trees all wear a regal crown of
green.
The garden’s tilled and planted, basking stately in the
sun,
The birds all seem contented as they bathe and chirp
and preen.
The cows are glad to graze again, encumbered with new
calves,
And the crows are calling, mocking from their perches in
the trees.
The bull frogs boom in chorus from their pads down on
the pond,
And the orchard is alive
with the buzzing swarms
of bees.
The spotted fawns bounce
playfully, at the clearing in
the woods,
The bucks are sporting fuzzy
knobs between their twitching ears.
The evening air is laden, with
the sweet smell of cut grass,
And the coyotes howl so mournfully as their daylight disappears.
And I am lightly leaning on the hoe
I should be swinging,
Watching herds of clouds
stampeding ‘cross the sky.
Me oh my, how time flies, I’m afraid
that I must leave,
My iron skillet beckons for a mess of trout to fry.
~ Michael J Barker

Day by Day
Constant drip of rain
Drums a lullaby of ease
In the Cancer Ward.

The mirror twinkles and winks in the sacred
stillness. The secret is out.

~ J.M. Mirich

~ Karen Wickham
April 2014
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Somethings
by A.M. Wied

T

here was a quaint little coffee shop on the corner of
Can’t-Find-a-Starbucks-Anywhere and Don’t-ReallyCare-Anyway, and this is where eighteen-year-old Cassadee
Thatcher sat. She was seated outside of the café, despite
the chill, but there was an umbrella above her table as a
shield from the steady drizzle of rain. She was peoplewatching and thinking about things. At first, her only companion was a sixteen-ounce hazelnut mocha in a heavy
black mug. She was feeling rather uneasy that day, so she
had asked the barista to use low-fat milk and to skip the
whipped cream. This was odd for Cassadee. She was usually one to go all out, at least when it came to coffee.
She sighed and sunk back in her chair, staring at a silver car that waited for the stoplight to turn green. She felt
a lot like that car. Waiting for her turn.
The people of downtown Eugene ranged anywhere
from the diverse to the perverse, and everywhere beyond
and between. There was a nomadic man with long plaited
hair and beard that sat on the corner every late Saturday
afternoon, in front of that one obscure secondhand store,
to play guitar. He was pretty good. He was very good!
Many people stopped to listen, and to drop money in his
open guitar case. As she sipped on her coffee, Cassadee
listened attentively to three of his songs. The first one was
a song that she recognized as one of the Beatles’, but she
had forgotten the title. The second was completely unknown
to her. Perhaps it was one of his original songs. The third
was Beethoven’s Pathetique, which Cassadee thought was
an odd choice to play on guitar.
She wished that she could play an instrument. Then
she could sit on a different corner and make music for everyone to hear. And they would drop money in her open
instrument case. It wasn’t a whole lot, but it was something. And something is always better than nothing.
At the bus stop, a group of skateboarders laughed and
chatted as they waited for their ride. Cassadee could tell
that the four of them were good friends, just because of the
way they interacted with one another. One was dressed
entirely in black, but his hair was blond. The one talking to
him had dark hair and wore a baseball cap and a yellow
basketball jersey. Another was nerdy and wore slim-fit jeans
and purple sneakers. The last one was a little more traditional in dress. He looked like an avid reader, and it wasn’t
just the glasses. There was something enigmatic about the
four of them. How each of them could be so different, and
yet, so very much the same. The bus arrived and the four
went their separate ways: two on the bus and the other two
walked down the street.
It had been a long time since Cassadee had a close
friend. It must be a beautiful feeling, she thought, to not be
8
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together and yet, be assured of someone else’s friendship.
It wasn’t a whole lot, but it was something. And some things
can only be known to the heart, not the mind.
Then there was a couple sitting across from her, three
tables away. The two of them were the very epitome of a
hipster couple with their attire, their haircuts, and even their
mannerisms. The scene of them sitting together, talking,
with his left hand resting on top of her right, was like one
out of a movie, or on the cover of a book. He would say
something with a clever look to his face, and she would
laugh softly. Then they would kiss, not passionately, but
gently, lovingly, and Cassadee had to look away. That
moment was for them, not her. It was part of their world.
Cassadee wondered what her life would be like if she
had a boyfriend. She imagined what it felt like to walk
down lonely streets with his hand in hers. To look up at his
profile and see the smile in his eye and his warm breath in
the winter air. It wasn’t a whole lot, but it was something.
And she would take something... anything.
As if the Wish Fairy had waved her magic wand over
Cassadee’s head, a young man came out of the coffee shop,
a young man very much like the one Cassadee had imagined. She watched him surreptitiously as he checked his
phone and took a sip of his drink, standing underneath the
awning of the shop’s door. He was tall and sturdy, with
short, dark hair and fair skin. He was dressed like an overenthusiastic English major in his open trench coat and
brown dress shoes. After he responded to a text message,
he looked around for an available seat with an umbrella,
but found none.
“There’s a seat here.” said Cassadee, gesturing at her
table. She did not know what had compelled her to speak,
but she did.
He walked over and sat down. “Hey, thanks.” His voice
was kind, but nasal.
“No problem.”
Still looking at his phone, he sat his drink down on the
table and proceeded to open his bag and fish out his laptop
and notebook. Cassadee went back to people-watching.
There was an overdone woman with flagrantly pink
rain boots walking her Corgi, a teenager using three different pieces of technology at once, and a man stuffing his
face with a burrito, but none of them were as interesting as
the young man seated at Cassadee’s table.
She took another sip of coffee, not knowing what else
to do. She only had a small amount left, however, and she
tried to think of something else that she could do that would
permit her to stay without appearing strange.
The young man was typing very fast, looking back and
forth from his notebook to the computer screen. He was

muttering something about metaphors, life, and death. He
coughed, and it gave away that he had a cold. He then
stopped abruptly and squinted at his screen. It was obvious that he had lost his train of thought. He pushed his
glasses up his nose. He took a few swallows of his drink.
Unlike Cassadee’s, his drink was in a to-go cup.
“What are you working on?” Cassadee ventured, trying not to sound too interested.
He typed a few words and looked up at her. “An essay.” And he returned to his work.
Cassadee was silent, and after a brief moment, he looked
at her again.
“Sorry.” he said with a sniff, “I’m just a bit frustrated.
I think I’ve reached a dead end with my thesis.”
“…Is there any way I can help?”
“Have you ever read The Canterbury Tales?” he asked,
hopeful.
Cassadee felt her heart sink. “I’m sorry, no.”
There was an uncomfortable pause.
“That’s alright.” he said finally. “Thanks anyway. I’m
sure I’ll figure it out.” He pressed a few more keys and
then shut his laptop. He packed up his things and sat back
to finish his drink. Cassadee watched his Adam’s apple
bob as he swallowed and his deep brown eyes as they
looked at everything except her and then stopped, fixated
on the tabletop. He was lost in thought; staring at that table
without really seeing it. His features were simple. His eyebrows were oddly shaped and his nose a bit too big, perhaps, but he was indeed handsome. His cheeks and nose
were ever so slightly red because of his cold.
“My name is Cassadee, by the way.” she said, again
without thinking about it.
He glanced up at her. “Jonathan. Tell me, Cassadee,
what do you think is the purpose of life?”
“Depends on the person.” she said immediately. “I don’t
think there is a single purpose, because the journey has to
be taken into account.” She paused, trying to make sense
of what she had just said. “…But I’m no philosopher.”
“Are you taking classes?”
“I just graduated from high school this past spring. I
was accepted by PSU, but I haven’t decided what I want to
study yet.”
He smiled slightly. “Oh really? I’m from PSU. I’m here
for the weekend to visit my parents.”
Something inside of Cassadee went very tight and then
loosened. She felt like an unopened bottle of champagne
that had been shaken. She didn’t know what to say.
“You seem the artsy type.” he went on. “PSU is definitely a good choice for artists.”
“Hmm.” said Cassadee.
“Well, I’d better go.” said Jonathan, looking at his
watch. He stood up and swung his bag strap over his shoulder. “My parents are probably wondering where I got off
to. I guess I’ll be seeing you next term, freshman.” He

smiled, nodded, and turned.
She watched him for as long as she could. He crossed
the street, and took a seat at the bus station. That was shortlived, however, as the bus arrived not a minute later. He
boarded, and disappeared from her world. Now she only
watched the bus as it drove farther and farther away. It
turned.
She stared at her coffee mug for a moment, and smiled.
She felt a lot like that cup. Empty, but just waiting to be
filled again.
He wasn’t like the guitarist, the enigmatic skateboarders, or the hipster couple. He wasn’t her boyfriend. He
wasn’t even her friend. At least not yet. Maybe. Life would
take her where she needed to be.
She was but a ripple on the surface of an everlasting
ocean.
He wasn’t a whole lot, either, but he was definitely
something.
And something is sometimes better than everything.

Like A River
Tumbling
fresh meltwater rivulets
embrace above the timberline.
Giggling and sighing
they cavort
in raucous abandon
through springtime wildflower meadows
racing down steep slopes into forested darkness.
Swirling
a cool mountain stream
emerges beneath shadowing branches
growing deeper,
creating new channels,
through unexplored landscape.
Purposeful and committed.
With far to go and much to be done.
Gliding
a slow, broad, lowland river
spreads out under autumn leaves.
Full of memories.
Quiet with little left to say now.
The arch of an eyebrow,
the hint of a smile.
And holding hands is enough.
~ Marv Himmel
April 2014
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Tiny Titans
By Ron Veneski

L

ike bees they buzz the feeder. They flit here, there, up,
down, backwards, forward, land, sip, fly off, hover then
land again, sip again, take off, hover again, chase intruders,
partake in aerial combat, fly off in hot pursuit of the enemy
visible for only seconds before vanishing in the background
of vegetation. Dammit stop it already, you’re making me
dizzy. Can’t you just sit on the perch, drink your fill then
fly off? Just once?
Magnificence in maneuverability – that’s what I call it
(they can even fly upside down briefly). Nano-second timing to send messages along the synapses to the brain to effect changes in position, speed, direction or intent. Saberlike beaks pointed at each other in dueling fashion anticipating their next move. Every action
purposeful, no wasted energy or movement, survival depends upon it.
The stealth fighters of the avian
world, some being the smallest, lightest,
specimens of birds in general in no way detracts from their strength and durability.
Capable of long distance migration flight,
enduring cold climates in areas where they are resident
species and zooming off to warmer climates when temperature and food supply are no longer suitable. Some
of what goes on in that microscopically magnificent brain
defies comprehension. For instance, why does a feeding
opportunity at a feeder with four perches create a conflict
between two individuals who want to use the same perch?
Is it competition, aggression for food or a fight for dominance? It is the exception rather than the rule that all four
perches would be occupied by four birds at the same time.
Harmony is not a given, but rather the exception.
Competition is both interspecific and intraspecific. In
other words if I like the spot where you are feeding I will do
whatever I can to make you leave so I can use it. Or if you
move to another spot I might want to use that one too –
another hassle. On occasion, a feeding individual will be
driven from the feeder by an aggressor and both will fly off
leaving neither the opportunity to feed.
Others wait in a queue perched on a wire fence waiting
for an opportunity to feed, sometimes orderly sometimes
not. Feeding frequency seems to increase significantly
around dusk and later in the evening in response to building
up a reserve to sustain them overnight. Early morning
feedings are necessary to replace lost reserves.
Virtually all activities of hummingbirds consume huge
amounts of energy. So much so that they have to go into a
state of semi-hibernation where the overnight body temperature is reduced significantly, thus slowing their heart
and breathing rate while burning much less energy. Where
does all this energy come from? Thanks to humans and bird
feeders, much of it comes from ingesting sugar solution in
amounts up to 50% of their body weight per day. They di10
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gest the natural sucrose in twenty minutes with 97% efficiency, hence the need to feed several times per hour. Rather
than sucking nectar through long bills they lick it with fringed
forked tongues at the rate of 15 times per second while feeding. Sometimes the feeding response makes the bird appear
to be shivering or shaking while ingesting the solution.
How could such a tiny bird consume that huge quantity
of energy-packed food? A quick look at hummingbirds’
physical and physiological rates reveal the whole story. Wing
beats can range from 50 to 200 times per second depending
on air conditions and direction of flight. Heart rate can reach
1200 beats per minute. In addition, flight speeds can reach
30 miles per hour and much higher in a dive. Hummers are observed resting only when waiting for
an opportunity to feed or nesting, making it
difficult to make these observations under natural conditions.
Hummingbirds range in
size from 2.25 inches, Mellisuga
helenea (bee hummingbird), to the Patagonia gigas (giant hummingbird) which is approximately
8.5 inches long. The weight of the smallest birds
can be as little as 3 grams which is about the
weight of a penny. Eggs can be as small as
one half inch. These birds have an average
life span of 3 to 12 years depending on the
species. They have keen eyesight but, amazingly,
no sense of smell.
Food sources consist of spiders, insects and small larvae. These foods provide fats, protein and salts for nutritional needs they don’t get from sugar solutions, tree sap
and nectar. The young are fed a slurry of these components
by regurgitation from the crop of the female. Males do not
take part in the feeding of the young.
Migration in hummingbirds is undertaken alone and not
in large groups. The migratory process is initiated by hormonal changes as the amount of daylight decreases. The
destinations of most migratory hummingbird species are
Mexico and Panama.
The variety of birds that exist today covers a broad spectrum of size and shapes - almost all make the hummingbird
look almost insignificant by comparison. The largest and
heaviest are the rheas, ostriches and emus. Condors have
wingspans approaching 12 feet, penguins “fly’ underwater
using their wings as flippers and the road runner can run
rapidly but seldom flies.
Size is no impediment to survivability in hummingbirds.
They are one of the most aggressive bird species. They will
regularly attack hawks, crows, and jays that infringe upon
their territories. This behavior speaks to the quote “It’s not
the size of the dog in the fight but rather the size of the fight
in the dog.” (Mark Twain). These attributes make the hummingbird the tiny titans of the avian world.

Where Does My Heart Land?
By Karen Wickham

W

here does my heart land?
Does it slide home from 3rd base when the grandkids
leave and silence descends?
Where does my heart land when I watch my wise, gentle
son wait years, longing for a child.
Where will his yearning Daddy-heart set down? When
will his empty arms hold his little one?
Where was heart’s emergency landing when the phone
call came. “Your little brother is critically ill, lung cancer,
spread to bones all over, Stage 4.” I envelope my heart in
bubble wrap and book a flight.
I hear another child disappears in plain view, like trash
whisked into a dust bin. Mother caresses child’s other shoe.
The cruel questions dangle like a limp balloon marooned
on yonder tree. No refuge for her mother-heart, until the
child is found. Where can my heart land?
Where does your heart land when drones destroy the
innocents and no one claims responsibility, stops them or
seems to care? How can this heart keep beating? We promised to protect these little tykes. We lied. We failed. An
angry, anguished man gunned down 20 at school, while
the fearful rush to buy more weapons.
Where does my heart land watching Francine Wheeler,
on the news, as she hugs Ben’s beaming photo and weeps?
Where does your heart land?
Where does my heart seek sanctuary? I know polar
bears have no more ice and the tiny frogs have gone extinct, as has one third of our animal species. I know elephants grieve their dead. I’ve seen it on TV. They cry out
for our protection even as the last will be hacked to death
for 30 pieces of silver. Who will hold the hurting hearts...
theirs and ours?
When autism, asthma, ADHD become rampant epidemics and few posit the links between delicate, brand-new
brains, engineered franken foods, poisoned air and water,
who will sound the alarm? Who consoles forever crippled
lives, the broken hearts?
Where does my heart land when my grandchildren inherit a sullied semblance of their birthright, when they ask
“Who spoiled our blue-green globe? Why is our planet
newly-drugged, wasted, sucked dry?” My answer parches
like old newspaper in the heat, twirls like tumbleweed.
In the blowing, biting sand, my eyes find no place for
a heart to land.
Where does my heart set down when an awesome, giant tree, many times more ancient that I, is murdered, in
full fall color, because it drops its fruit in someone’s way?
Climate change is happening now. Perhaps we have
10 years to make some difference, they say its too late to
avert... Our world is radically changing. Who can quiet

my wildly beating heart?
I try to pretend it is not so. I push away, resist all these
truths. My pain only increases. I try to numb out, try not to
see, try to distract, eat drink and be merry... My heart will
have none of it.
So... I become a faithful witness to the anguish and
trauma in the world,
Affirm and nurture my aliveness by feeling the pain I
feel.
Do what I can to help,
Accept what I cannot.
Honor the heart-ripping stories while trying not to lose
my way in them,
Seek out a beloved community (Will you join me?) to
work together in the service of a larger cause...
I climb up into the arms of the gentle Good Mother
God, who wraps my aching heart in her tender, loving
hands. I relax into her refuge. Finally at rest, I let go into
The Mystery... a safe, soft landing at last.
All the while crying out, over and over, to this whole
mad world. “I love you. I love you.”

Cinquain Poetry Form
The following poem is a type of Cinquain the rules for
which are:
line 1 - a noun with two syllables
line 2 - two adjectives with a combined four syllables
line 3 - three “ing” words having a combined six
syllables and describing the noun in line 1
line 4 - an eight-syllable phrase or sentence about
the noun in line 1
line 5 - a word or two that renames the noun and
has two syllables

River
Alive, Fertile
Rippling Surging Gasping
Our river gives birth to all life
Mother
~ Katharine Valentino
I am fairly new to Eugene and am making this lovely city my home.
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Ripple
By John Henry
“Courage is doing what you’re afraid to do.
There can be no courage unless you’re scared.” ~ Eddie Rickenbacher

T

he gods of Olympus were toying with men again. The
marathon swim was at the halfway point and Zeus’
favorite, Mikkos, was far ahead and seemed certain to win.
This was a time in our world when some men had tails,
others had wings. Mikkos was that sub-specie of aquatic
humanoid that still had great lung capacity, toes and fingers that were webbed to augment long arms and legs that
were as much flippers as graspers, thick-scaled skin, and a
slim barracuda-shaped twelve-foot-tall body. The race was
around the Planet Earth, beginning in the Mediterranean,
swimming north in the Atlantic, around sub-Arctic ice flows
and circumnavigating the earth, by latitude and then longitude.
Mikkos was farther in the lead and speeding ahead when
some of the lesser gods approached Zeus and challenged
him to allow them to help their favorite swimmers compete with Mikkos. Zeus decided to allow them to create
more challenges for his champion than the ice, heat, killer
whales, sharks, tidal waves, gales and other natural hazards. Several gods began throwing huge boulders near
Mikkos, as he swam Cape Horn, creating gigantic, thunderous waves swamping over him. Sudden riptides sucked
him down or pushed him backward. A few gods waited
near Mexico and, going to the ocean bottom, stoked the
fire of seething volcanoes until they erupted, rocking the
sea floor and sending plumes of super-heated water to the
surface, scalding Zeus’ favorite. The ocean surface became
mountainous watery peaks crashing down on Mikkos and
then in the deepest trenches burying him. He struggled on.
A Poseidon-like god spun his mile-long body round about,
faster and faster, creating deadly whirlpools near Hawaii
that pulled everything afloat nearby, including Mikkos,
downward to the bottom of the deepest ocean.
And Mikkos still swam with all his might. Crashing
waves and powerful typhoon winds sometimes opposed
his every stroke. The rains pelted down with such ferocity
that they struck his head like millions of barbed darts. The
lower gods herded sharks at him and he fought bloody battle
after battle. The blood stirred the sharks into greater frenzy
and the battles became a war. Mikkos’ flesh was ripped
and torn, yet he fought on. As suddenly as he was surrounded by the attacking aquatic predators, the gods drove
them all away as the other marathon swimmers sped by.
Mikkos’ legs had been slashed and no longer responded
to his will to kick. His lower body hung limp and his great
arms were injured, but he continued to pull the ocean water behind him and he slowly gained on his competitors.
Near a Bahamian island, a goddess waited for Mikkos.
12
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She sent her sirens into the shallow warm waters near the
coral island. They swam, encircling him, singing songs of
love and desire, songs of healing and comfort, songs of
rest and surrender. When this did not slow Mikkos, the
goddess herself swam out to him and wrapped herself
around him. She whispered most tenderly that all human
pleasure could be his. She sang of shared bliss on warm
sandy tropical beaches. She promised him eternal happiness.
Mikkos’ arms still churned the warm, clear blue water
but the goddess was a force and presence that kept him
anchored in one spot. She took hold of his arms and hugged
him so tight that his breathing ceased. She looked into his
eyes and he saw feminine beauty beyond compare; softness, ease, and fulfillment. He felt his will crumpling; his
goal withering, and for the first time ever in his life, he
feared himself.
Mikkos closed his eyes to the goddess’ hypnotic charms
and moved his torso like a dolphin, propelling his body
slowly forward into the race. He moved an inch and he felt
strength return to his arm. With all the strength of the
muscles in his left arm, he freed it from her grasp. With
rejuvenated determination, he worked on his other arm,
finally gaining its release. The goddess hugged him for
hundreds of nautical miles, plying her wiles upon him, until
she rewarded him for his fortitude, by releasing her hold.
Mikkos saw the slowest of the marathon swimmers
ahead of him. He was in last place now, without his lower
flippers, and in fear of his weakness. He took a big breath
and charged onward. He soon entered the doldrums, where
the ocean was placid, steaming, and thick with weeds that
blocked his every stroke. He lived only for the next stroke:
his mind fixed simply on the motion of his arms pushing a
little more ocean behind him.
Mikkos’ body was severely abused and nearing exhaustion. He suddenly felt his paralyzed legs pulled from below. He took one last breath before sinking far under the
surface. His arms reached out, pulling at the weeds and
waters, attempting to rise, but without success. He looked
below and it was a weed-covered King Zeus who held his
legs. The King smiled through the thick water foliage and
said, “Mikkos, you have done all you can. I have come to
release you from hardships. No one can ask more of you.
As the Ruler of above and below, I allow you now to enter
my watery kingdom as a god. Welcome.”
Mikkos was disturbed. He had pledged to swim this
race, vowing to do everything humanly possible to win.
His arms churned the water on their own volition, attempt-

ing to move up and on. His mind repeated this watery Zeus’
words ‘as a god’. Mikko experienced a dread that if he was
required to give up to become a god, then being a god was
not for him. He felt torn with indecision and fear grew
stronger in his mind.
Mikkos thought “Let Zeus pull my legs off; I have
vowed to swim twice the world round and with the last of
my vigor, I will do so.” His arms labored with every grain
of strength remaining in him, to re-join the swim.
The hands below, belonging to a lesser god pretending
to be Zeus, let go of his legs and an angry voice threatened, “You choose death instead of immortality. You,
wretched slime of man, go to your death and decay.”
Mikkos felt fear in his soul. He had rejected the King
of the gods and now faced certain death. His arms kept
working ceaselessly hour after hour. His will became a singular, diamond focus of swimming until the finish. One
after the other, he slowly passed swimmer after swimmer.
He entered the Straits of Gibraltar with only one competitor in front of him. His lungs and heart felt as if they would
explode. The muscles in his arms were cramped and rubbery. He kept moving ponderously ahead and another dose
of fear assailed him. He would lose and this would shame
him and, as Zeus’s favorite, shame King Zeus who had
offered him immortality. He thought, “I cannot allow fear
to interfere with my momentum or endeavor. Let my heart
blow apart! I will go on even if it costs me my life. I have
vowed to swim this race, to do my utmost. There is no
recourse but to give my all. I make my body, mind and
spirit one with the swim!”
Mikkos passed the bottom of Italy and saw the lead
swimmer ahead. Zeus and the gods would be waiting on
the Greek shore, at the sacred beach of Hydra. Mikkos’
arms took the last energy from his body; and stroke after
torturous stroke, he pursued. He inched ever closer and
pulled even. His last challenger looked at him in surrender
and collapsed, head down, breathing in water, and sank.
Mikkos could hear the god’s cheering him. He slacked his
arms, turned his head, and felt great fear again. He was so
close to victory, yet this fellow swimmer would die unless
he went back and rescued him. Mikkos stopped, turned
and diving down took the drowning swimmer up. He saw
the other swimmers approaching and with all his remaining might swam with the unconscious man. His legs would
not support him to walk in the shallows; and he had to use
one arm to propel himself up toward the beach while holding the other swimmer’s head above water.
Mikkos pushed the fallen man ahead of him onto the
beach to victory with his last bit of strength. He passed out
unable to get himself up on the beach. The gods watched
and cheered as swimmer after swimmer came up onto the
beach. Mikkos never finished the race. The current pulled
his body back, out to deeper water. That night, a night of
the blue moon, he unconsciously drifted far, far away. He

dreamt that he floated on Zeus’ back.
Mikkos woke refreshed into brilliant sunlight, on the
porch of an exquisite stone temple, situated on the shore of
the forested Aegean island of Naxos. Zeus stood before
him smiling. The King of the gods spoke, “I am pleased by
your courage and wisdom. You have earned the accolade
as my favorite. You have abjured privations, temptations
and illusion. I wish you to become the head priest at my
temple here and teach what you have learned about yourself. We gods play many tricks on our human children; but
even we cannot long fool a courageous man with any subterfuge. May your life be a gem thrown into the river of
life that will ripple in the hearts of men and women through
the ages.”

Women
As women, like the moon,
We have cycles, phases,
Points of bright shining clarity,
Bold beautiful, truly the apex of ourselves.
Other times,
We are creatures of quiet solitude,
Hidden in our own dark side, coolness and frigidity.
We give life, drain,
Just as the moon and the ocean,
We push we pull we ebb, wane, we flow.
Draw closer to, then push off of, then throw ourselves
into whatever lies closest.
Without rhyme nor reason we are who and what we are,
Waiting wanting, the same intrinsic need,
To be wanted, loved, needed, to be someone’s
everything, someplace safe,
To be whole.
Like the moon, we face the night,
Bold, empowering, seemingly alone.
Seeing, yearning, searching,
For the man who, like the sun,
Can shed light on us in our darkness,
Cover us with his warmth,
During our excesses of cold,
Their passing over,
Leaving us brighter, better, stronger.
As the sun,
Always fixed and constant to our inconsistencies,
Loving us in all of our forms,
A point of sure light warmth and strength.
~ JaRae Pavlisick
I grew up in Lorane and live in Lebanon now with my husband and
two daughters.
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Solitary Epiphany

On Selecting the Perfect Orange

I realized I walk alone on a voyage all my own
To a place where nobody else has journeyed before
The thoughts that dance within my head
Are the only thing that hold me back from the dead
Fractured mirrors, and smoking haze
Are the remnants of my younger days
Scars have formed upon my skin
I too have committed sin
As I realized this truthful thing I had a sudden epiphany
When all life is done, and all is said
Who will be there in this life I lead?
Then the dawning reality of my walk came to light
I was the solitary woman alone in this fight.
~ Sai Johnson

As you watch the dawn
...remember me.
As you begin your day
...remember me.
As you take a moment
...remember me.
As you kiss the sunset
...remember me.
As you dream at night
...remember me.
As I take my last breath
...remember me

He wants her, you can tell.
His mouth waters in anticipation
of stripping her layer by layer
to her essence
to her nature
to her sweet self.

~ Marv Himmel

~ Vallee Rose

This Mess Is A Place
Mow the lawn, wash the car,
rake the leaves, wherever they are.

Effective

Then take Bowser for a walk,
call your mother she needs to talk.

Anger creates destruction.
Hatred begets corruption.
Pity recalls compassion;
And Love enlightens to passion.
~ S.C. Sanchez-DeLong
S.C. Sanchez-DeLong was born in California and raised in the Eugene
area since her adolescence. Always having a passion and desire for
writing and the written word, she spent much of her life learning and
improving her art while excelling most in poetry. She is living with her
husband and two children in downtown Eugene and working at her art,
word by word.
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Shaped in perfect curve she is
full, yet pliant to the touch
and not too big.
She mesmerizes.

The thought quickens his breath.
And I do not blame him.
It is hard not to fall in love with her
when she is like this.
But he should be wary of taking her home
for I know that when the doors close
the garments fall away
and he sees her naked
she can be bitter
and cruel
and rotten at her core.

Remember Me
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She is vibrant in her public dress.
Smooth and glowing
an artistic touch of make-up here and there
to cover an imagined blemish.

April 2014

Now fix that broken window; throw up the sash,
clean the garage and take out the trash.
The carpets could use a good shampoo,
and the patio cleaned up is way overdue.
Oh, I have one other little chore,
there are a few things we need from the store.
You say What?... “Just sitting here wishing.”
Yep! Yep!
Early in the morning, I’m going fishing.
~ Rosanna Martin

Everyday Risks
Sometimes I think of the risks I take,
Wondering if I’ll see my next birthday cake.
Topping trees in the winter, this comes to mind,
I think that I’m good, but there still comes a time.
Flying through the mountains of Idaho’s outback,
Sometimes your best judgment cannot be exact.
Meeting the log trucks each morning with luck,
Working each day, where it’s dodge and it’s duck.
Driving these highways is a dangerous trip. . .
Which is worse, a highway or a log strip?
Cutting the trees that the fallers left stand;
Risking life and limb, doing the best I can.
Driving the Clearwater all seasons up twelve,
With semis and camp trailers, which corner will tell?
The long way across prairie is a much better trip,
Dodging tractors and combines, a new kind of risk.

Dana’s 1954 Piper Pacer

CORRECTION by Millie Graves:
“In sending the photo of the plane belonging to my
son Dana Graves, for his poem, My Trip Out West, in
the Winter 2014 issue of Groundwaters, I inadvertently sent the wrong photo (a Cessna instead of his
1954 Piper Pacer PA 22/20) I apologize for the error
in not recognizing a Cessna from a Piper. My thanks
to Pat Edwards for setting the record straight and putting me back in Dana’s good graces.” Millie

Majestic and scenic ranches and farms,
Far removed from the danger of death and of harm.
So many places that death can be met.
When the Lord has a plan, the stage will be set.
~ Dana Graves

She Flies
the liquid sky collects, in random pools
bound by asphalt, reflecting the heavy clouds of
descending waters.
surface tension, is abruptly broken by a gentle landing,
and the tiny bird glides to a halt.
now afloat, she prunes her flight-worn wings.
playfully splashing, beak dipping... her feathers glisten.
she is renewed by the pavement’s collections..
I watch her..
her careful preening, is now completed.

On Reading Some Sorrows
Sorrows of young Werther echo throughout
Minds restless, hearts obsessed, coveting what?
Something bright! Lovely sight: not meant to be.
Let me not cherish thou, futility.
Idols give idle rest to wanton hearts,
Rather than passion, a stirring to start.
Only the grave will take covetous fruit;
Dream stillness, wedded bliss. Wouldn’t that suit?!
Thank again to what end, who stands to gain?
Not Father, nor His Son, nor Ghost that reigns.
Devote your precious time, why, all of you!
Not to the wanting, but rather pursue...
Set not lies ‘fore your eyes, wishing them real.
Settle not, seize your lot! Only there kneel

she flies...

~ Kristen Hendricks

I will wait for the same heavenly downpour
so my renewal can begin.

(A little sermon to self upon reading another classic tell-tale tragedy)

~ barbara newman
April 2014
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Except for My Dog Tags
By Jeanette-Marie Mirich
This is a compilation of history, interviews with L. Dale
Whitman and research into the battles surrounding
Guadalacanal. Mr. Whitman is not my father, but a great
friend, who has since gone on to be with the Lord.

M

y father is Irish. His hair, once the color of Titian’s
ladies, now halos his head with gray, but his eyes
remain the roguish blue of his youth. He is a teller of tales
who sprinkled adventure stories through my childhood. For
years I believed they were the products of his active imagination. I have discovered they are true and my father
a hero. Not in the Medal of Honor sense, but in
the family sense. A man who chose hard work
over his natural bent for mischief.
There are no silences when my
father is in a room. His fingers drum
on tables. He shifts his body in his
chair and scootches it back, hard
against the kitchen tile. Even when
he is lost in a story his hands move
persuasively like a mermaid waving a sailor onto the rocks. He is visiting today. Lunch dishes lie scattered
across the counter and the dog is panting in the tree shadow. It is August, humid, and oppressive. Dad leans back in
his chair at the table.
“A day like this reminds me of the island I swam to
when my boat sank. Do you remember it, honey? “ he asks.
“Vaguely, Daddy,” I replied as the children’s voices
echo off their treehouse walls. “Let me get the tape recorder
before you start.” His bushy eyebrows arch dimpling his
sun-burnt brow. It is the first time I have produced a tape
recorder.
“Is this necessary?”
“Daddy, I want to capture them. Your stories are wonderful.” He scratched the fringe of gray that tonsured his
freckled head, then eyed the small black rectangle uneasily before clearing his throat.
“I was on the USS Noble. She was a troop ship heading south to Banica, which is in the Solomon group. We
were part of a task force heading for the big push to take
Guadalacanal. Around 1,500 men on board; mostly army
waiting for their first beachhead.”
“At night I’d sit on deck and play my harmonica. Just
me and a guy whose tenor was so sweet your mouth got
dry thinking of home. The day we caught a fish and lost
our ship was filled with white-gold light, the deck hot from
the tropical sun, the sky the blue you see on cheap postcards.”
“It was late afternoon when a Japanese sub spotted us.”
Dad paused and drank deeply from his well-sugared ice
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tea. The yard noises are filled with the sounds of water on
plastic. The kids are refilling the leaky red pool with the
water from our hose.
“Eeeyu,” yells Julie as her younger brother aims the
nozzle her direction. A fight of high-pitched squeals and
laughter erupts. I rise from my seat, but Dad waves me off.
“They’ll figure it out,” he counsels as the dog lazily
lifts his nose and blinks. Ross hands the hose to his sister.
She squirts him in the chest like a gunfighter on a dusty
western street. He topples into the pool, mortally wounded. Carefully placing the
hose tip in the water, Julie splashes
in beside him. My lips curve into
a smile and I salute Dad.
“Now, where was I? Oh,
yes,” he paused dramatically. “I
was taking a shower... you can
imagine. Didn’t hear the hit. But the
klaxon blasted its warning and seemed
to get louder the longer it sounded. She
was listing to the port and laying over.
I’m down three floors. Each floor is
about 10 feet high and you’ve got to go
up each one to get to the main hatch. When I
started to climb, people were crowding the hallways
and stairwells pushing and shoving. Getting out was difficult because you are running on the side walls and climbing up stairways that are laying on the side. You’re supposed to make your way over to the side deck and then over
the railing and get out and swim. But up on deck are guys
dickering and making a lot of offers for someone to go back
down and empty out their lockers, bring up their money,
and split it with them.”
“While she’s going down!” Dad always sounds shocked
when he gets to this part. He simply can’t believe people
would choose things over life. “You see,” he halted, licking
his lips, “a lot of guys couldn’t swim. They were hoping
that another ship would come alongside. But you’ve got to
get away. I could see men diving off the side and the water
was filling with men in May boats and life rafts, guys in
jackets.”
“So you didn’t have a life jacket?” I asked knowing
what was coming. “No, life jacket. No clothes.” A puckish
grin spread across Dad’s face.
“No clothes? Just your dog tags?” I sounded surprised.
“Just my dog tags.” Dad and I had played this word
game many times. It was our litany. He did it for the shock
value. I pretended to fall for it. We both took a sip of ice tea.
Our eyes grinned over the rim of our glasses.
“How’d you get off the ship?”
“Dove off and swam. Just swam out. I was a strong
swimmer. Came from swimming the Detroit River to Canada

when I was a kid. I told you about that, how the guys and I...”
I didn’t want to journey down this sidetrack, so I interrupted with, “How far away from the ship were you when it
sunk?
“Well, oh, at least 1,500 -1,600 feet. I swam out right
away. If you don’t the ship can pull you under. All those
empty compartments on a ship fill with water, see, sucking
it in until it’s full. If you aren’t far enough away you’ll go
down too. The ship just slid down into the water – nothing
dramatic – no fires or weapons going off. It was like watching the sun sink on the horizon very peaceful except for the
men thrashing about in the water. After she went down, I
started dog-paddling to save my energy and looking around.”
“Pretty soon things started coming up. You have to be
careful. They could break a leg or give you a concussion.
Large boxes came up first. Then more buoyant things like
some of the life jackets that were stowed on the main deck.
And a lot of cork products were floating. So I just grabbed
a bunch of stuff and put it all together and started swimming on it. I’d ride to the top of a swell and look around and
see dots of men and ships, then I’d be in the trough and see
nothing but green water. Then it was dark. Like someone
turned out the lights. It was like that in the tropics. Not a
nice lingering sunset, but blue-black in a matter of minutes.
Other people were being picked up just beyond me. I could
hear boats picking them up, the shouts, motors idling. I’d
see a light flash every now and then across the water and
they’d pick them up, and I’d hear the throb of the big tankers and the escort ships. They were there for a while, but the
convoy just kept on going. They had to be at a certain place
at a specific time and if we held them up it could have been
a disaster. Things quieted down, after a bit. Oh, you could
still hear men in the water, some were crying, others panting. Then I heard the screams. Sharks were circling and
bumping the men. Pretty soon they were having a feast.”
Dad’s hands gripped his glass and they shook. With those
callused hands he guided toddlers steps and steadied my
first bicycle as I wobbled down the street. He moved my
bedroom furniture when I needed to play decorator and hammered a doll house from wood scraps from a job site. His
fingers had mussed my curly brown hair and carried my
suitcases to my third-floor dorm room when I went to college. Closing my eyes I could see a freckled bear’s paw
encompassing my tiny one. His hands were always stone
hard. Even under their padding of flesh, they never were
pudding soft. His hands were his livelihood. They stood
between us and starvation.
Dad can’t read. Just sort of. He has a severe form of
dyslexia, so life is funneled through his fingertips and eyes.
At the moment, his eyes are misted with memories and his
fingers tracing patterns from the sweat on his glass.
There is a smudge of gray in the western sky. A storm
warning sounds along the lake shore. Rain gently taps on
the French doors then begins a steady cadence like a drum
corps keeping time with their sticks. The children leave
puddles on the floor as they dash in for shelter. Our time

abruptly ends as I hear the baby wake with the slam of a
door.
Our dog and youngest daughter hate lightning storms.
They clutch at my legs begging to be lifted onto my lap. I
am glad Dad is here; he more than doubles the lap space.
My daughter’s blond ponytail smashed flat against her
grandfather’s chest as she leans into him nestling like a fledgling against her mother’s soft down. Dad was always warm
to cuddle against and let me lay my head on his chest while
playing his harmonica. I liked the strong beat of his heart
mingled with the rolling ship chanties he created with his
breath. When he’d play, I’d dream of the sea, the crack of
wind on canvas, the sting of salt spray and the fear that
haunted his nights when he’d dream he was alone with the
sharks.
“Spent the night riding the waves,” he continued quietly. “Fourteen hours in the water before an Australian Qboat picked me up. I think it was a 154 but I can’t hardly
remember; those numbers are all going together now. Just
hauled me aboard like a snagged fish. They made a few
rude remarks about my attire then gave me new clothes and
something to eat. Must have been about a dozen survivors
on board looking dazed and tired.”
“The Q-boat I was on was all wooden without much
draft and easily navigated in and out of the islands. On the
back-end of this ship they had a row of depth charges that
were in 55-gallon metal cans. When they reached whatever
depth you set them at, they go off. The place we’re in is
close to the shoreline of a series of small islands. Well, we’re
doing about 25-30 knots, which is very fast, and we’re zigzagging so that submarines couldn’t hit us, when I spot a
line of white water ahead. The officer in charge just keeps
heading toward shore and I think that’s got to be a coral reef
surrounding that island when we hear this terrible ripping
sound. We went over that reef! It was only about three feet
from the surface. We hit it so hard we tore out her right side
and she started to list. She was going down and I thought,
‘Oh, no, I’m going into the water again!’
The officer ordered all these barrels rolled off because
these things were set to explode at 25 feet and he didn’t
want to be near them when they were going off. They put
them in the water and the barrels sunk as far as the bottom
which was only about 15-20 feet, some places 5 feet, depending on where the coral had grown up. Once they hit the
depth charges go off. So I decided, “I’m not going to stay
here. I’ll swim over to that island because I don’t want to
spend another night in the water.” The island was about a
mile off toward the horizon. The sun was going down, so I
dove in. I got over to the island and it was ‘bout 7:00 or
7:30. I went ashore and could see a campground and tents
and people moving around. It was the Seabee 1009 unit and
they were building an airport on this island. Their chow
line was already active, so I got in line. A guy said, ‘Hey,
you’re all wet’. And I said, ‘Yeah,” gesturing with my thumb
toward the water. “I just swam in from that ship sinking out
there.”
April 2014
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Justin Ordinary Guy
The Ripple Effect
By Michelle McBeth

I

t was a dark and stormy night. Well, not really. I’ve just
always wanted to say that. It’s a Snoopy thing.
Actually, it was dark and stormy, but it was the middle
of the afternoon. Every member of the Half Dozen was
lounging in G.G.’s living room wishing we had something
better to do. Cheezy was reading one of her teen girl magazines and impatiently twirling her red hair around her finger. Her twin brother, Dweezy, on the other hand, was patiently surfing the net on his laptop. Duck was whittling a
small piece of wood. He was always full of surprises and I
was surprised when he whipped a pocket knife out of his
pocket and went to it. Gross Gretta was reading Scientific
America and I was just thinking.
It was depressing to me that this was all we had do—
that we couldn’t come up with anything better. I mean ANYTHING would have been better than this, right? I started
thinking about what I would rather be doing. An amusement park sounded nice. A monster truck show was just as
good. Or I could have been riding on the back of a motorcycle, jumping on a trampoline, or fishing. Out of desperation, I might even prefer cleaning the house or weeding my
mom’s garden. Yes, even that last one would have been better than sitting there and doing a big fat nothing. My mom
would have loved it if I did her weeding. This thought led
me to how my grandma would love for me to visit and how
Mrs. Lacey next door wouldn’t mind having her lawn
mowed.
One after another, visions of helpfulness began dancing
in my head. These were not my usual types of thoughts.
Don’t get me wrong. I like to help people on occasion, but I
usually have other things to do. Unlike THAT day.
This line of thinking led me to these questions: What
would happen if I helped a bunch of people? Would I feel
happier? Or just exhausted? Would they feel happier? Would
they act nicer? I decided to voice my thoughts out loud.
“Hey guys,” I started. When everyone was looking up
at me I continued, “Have you ever wondered what would
happen if you started being nicer to everyone? Like, if you
did a bunch of good deeds. Could it cause people around
you to change for the better?”
I let the thought hang in the air until Cheezy spoke, “You
mean, if you did a good deed for someone, would they turn
around and do a good deed for someone else and so on?”
“Something like that,” I answered, “but on a bigger scale.
I’m thinking about the whole town.” I could see a faraway
look in G.G.’s face as she thought about this. Then, she sat
up suddenly and began talking excitedly, “Like a ripple effect! But how could we track it? We can’t watch everyone’s
movements all of the time.”
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“I could probably write a mathematical formula for
that,” Dweezy offered.
“Too complicated,” Rocky said.
The room became quiet again as everyone thought about
it some more. Then, Cheezy jumped up enthusiastically,
held up her magazine, stabbing her finger at it with each
word, “Charts! Lots and lots of charts!” Then, “Ooh, this
could be fun.” She pointed to an article called “Makeover
Mania.” There were charts, graphs and pictures showing
the progress of a complete makeover.
Then G.G. got caught up in the excitement. “We can do
a scientific study! We start by stating our hypothesis, set up
the experiment, and gather data. Lots and lots of data!” She
paused, “What is our hypothesis?”
“I think we should make a list of the things we would
like to see changed and at what percent of success,” Rocky
said as he put his hands behind his head and crossed his
ankles. This was his relaxed-but-thinking pose.
“What changes do we want?” I asked.
G.G. said, “Let’s write all this down,” then left to find
some paper. She came back with a spiral notebook and pen.
“Okay, first question—changes we want.” She wrote this
down.
“I want trash picked up at the park,” Rocky offered.
“Main Street is starting to look run down. I think it
should look better,” Dweezy said.
Duck, as he often did, said nothing. We all knew he
would put his two cents in when he wanted to.
“I just want everyone to be in a better mood,” I said.
“Tall order,” G.G. voiced skeptically as she continued
to write.
“I agree with Justin,” Cheezy said, now pacing across
the room and back. “Our town could use a better attitude. A
fresh perspective!” She said that last part while pointing
her finger in the air for emphasis.
“So we have three categories. Nicer people, places and
things,” G.G. summarized.
“Like nouns,” Duck chimed in. I smiled. Duck had a
subtle sense of humor.
“Yes, like nouns,” G.G. nodded with her own smile. “I
think a fifty percent improvement would be reasonable.
Does everyone agree?” We each nodded our heads. “Then
our hypothesis is that we will see a fifty percent improvement in all the nouns—people attitude, care of public places
and upkeep of our things. Where do we start?”
“We make a list,” Rocky stated, putting his hand out to
G.G. She handed him the notebook and pen and he began
writing. “Good deeds. We should each have a set amount
of things we will do to get this thing started. Then we sit

back and observe the results.”
“Seven,” Dweezy said. “One good deed per day for a
week. Then we watch for two weeks.”
“That sounds good,” Cheezy agreed, bouncing on her
heels. “And, I think we should be allowed to invite different people to help with each deed to spread the idea as long
as we don’t tell anyone about the experiment.”
“That would ruin it,” G.G. agreed with a frown.
“I will start by weeding my mom’s garden,” I offered as
Rocky wrote.
“I’ll paint my neighbor’s fence,” Rocky added.
“I know of a few things in need of repair,” Duck said.
“I’m going to offer to help LuLu redo her storefront
display,” Cheezy said with an unpleasant shudder.
We all looked at Dweezy and waited. “I will bake a
cake for Mrs. Potter. She has a sweet tooth.” This made me
blink and stare. I had no idea Dweezy could bake a cake.
One after another, we offered ideas until we each had
our seven deeds listed. We agreed to start on Monday and
meet again in two weeks.
I had fun that week as I completed one good deed after
another with a smile. I felt like a pebble in the pond trying
to cause ripples in the water. Of course, being a typical
twelve year old, I did not mind the cookies Mrs. Lacey gave
me for mowing her lawn and I did not mind the cake from
Grandma. Good deeds could indeed have benefits other than
that warm fuzzy feeling deep down inside. But was the good
deed idea catching on? I couldn’t wait to find out.
Progress report day came with a bright spring sun and
warm enough air that we could meet at the park. My mom
had made a batch of cookies for me to bring so I had those
stowed away in my backpack.
I pulled my bike up to the picnic bench where the others sat and noticed G.G. had her notebook out and ready.
“Anyone have anything to report?” she asked. I could tell
Cheezy was very excited. She had a huge smile and was
bouncing slightly in her seat. “After I worked on LuLu’s
window display, two of her neighbors asked me to do the
same for them and two others did their own. I think Main
Street looks a little better.”
Cheezy’s enthusiasm was contagious. “That’s great,” I
said with a smile as G.G. wrote this down. “The same happened to me,” Rocky said. “I painted the neighbor’s front
picket fence. Then his neighbor on the other side did his.
Then a few others on the street did the same. We now have
four freshly painted fences on our block. It looks good.”
“I brought Mrs. Potter the cake and casually hinted that
some of the kids were worried the town was beginning to
look run down and soon might not have anywhere safe and
clean to play. This upset her enough that she offered to start
a Johnstown Beautification Committee. I don’t think we’ll
see a dirty park again for a while.” We all chuckled at
Dweezy’s cleverness.
“What about the people,” I asked. “Have we seen any
improvement there?” We ate our cookies and talked about

how to monitor the progress of the attitude change we hoped
to see. We decided to meet in one more week for a final
report. Cheezy agreed to keep an ear on the local gossip
and the rest of us an eye on any changes.
Could six kids make big changes among 796 people
and maybe even beyond our town? I wondered, were we
making a difference?
For the last meeting of our scientific inquiry, we met at
Duck’s house. He lived next to the garage where he often
helped his dad repair cars. I was surprised when I biked
close enough to see the front of the garage. Someone had
placed large flower pots filled with a colorful variety on
each side and the driveway pavement looked spotless.
When Duck let me in at my knock, I said, “Nice flowers.”
“My mom,” was all he said. I couldn’t wait to hear the
story about that.
There was a positive buzz in the air in Duck’s den. I felt
confident that we had achieved at least some success. Dweezy
began, “Mrs. Potter has been busy and her committee’s first
project has been to paint and beautify City Hall.”
“I think it is looking great!” Cheezy said with her typical fervor.
“My mom’s on the committee now,” Duck said with a
grimace. Ah. That explained the flowers.
G.G. was ready as usual with her notebook. We gave
more examples of town-wide improvements and she wrote
them down. Cheezy was able to report on the positive comments about changes seen around town. She had also spent
an hour each week, at Dot’s Diner, keeping a tally of negative gossip versus positive gossip. I thought this was ingenious . She even asked Dweezy to make a bar graph to show
the increase in positive gossip.
Rocky reported on his dad’s observations on the decrease in litter around town and an increase in people bringing loads to the town dump. It seemed that people were
spring cleaning.
Duck was satisfied that the garage had seen an increase
in business. People who had been putting off car repairs
were getting it done and getting their cars going again.
G.G. reported on improvements in grounds maintenance.
But I believe I won the day when I announced, “Mrs.
Grindle, otherwise known as Mrs. Grinch, is starting a
canned food drive for the needy in Chanceville. She asked
my dad to deliver what she collects.” There was a moment
of silence and then a huge collective cheer. Because, if Mrs.
Grindle, the meanest, stingiest, grumpiest member of
Johnstown could do a good deed, then we had indeed succeeded. We had caused a ripple effect in seven short days.
We could actually influence others for good. All we had
to do was throw ourselves into the great pond of life with
enthusiasm and wait. But my next question, could we sustain the change and would Mrs. Grindle ever do another
good deed again, would have to be answered in further scientific inquiry on another day. Because on that day, we were
too busy celebrating another great success of the Half Dozen.
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My Garden

A Fantasy World

Springtime is my favorite time; I wait for it each year
My garden needs preparing and now the time is here
Time to till the soil and pull out all the weeds
Gather up my tools and, of course, I’ll need some seeds

There are times I feel like I’m living
in a different world, not a real world.
Why is that? Is it because I use my imagination
to make up stories and poetry?
Or is it because the real world is just too much for me?
At times I feel like I’m going in orbit,
can a person do that?
Another puzzle in my life.
Spaceships can, airplanes can –
But I mean, with wings of our own.

I pause and take a look at this canvas of rich earth
The work is there before me, though I know it will be
worth
All the sweat and toil and the dirt upon my knees
In my mind I paint my garden; it will be my masterpiece
I will plant some vegetables to harvest in the fall
And of course I’ll plant some flowers; I love those most
of all
Zucchinis and tomatoes; I know I’ll have too many
I’ll share them with my friends; I’m sure that I’ll have
plenty
As I tend my garden, I can hear my children play
They take a moment to visit me and talk about their day
My children marvel at the garden and how it only takes
a seed
To give us all this food; it provides everything we need
There are lessons to be learned here and time to spend
together
I cherish every moment and enjoy the sunny weather
Now the time has come to harvest this crop that I have
sown
I know I must thank God, I couldn’t do this on my own
As I gather up the bounty God has provided for our
table
I count my blessings everyday that I am more than able
To plant this garden in the spring and tend it through
summer days
Thank you for the sun and rain; to God I give the praise
My family’s like a garden and I love to watch it flourish
The home that I provide is the rich soil that I nourish
My children are the seeds that I shower with my love
God shines his grace upon us as he watches from above
One day I’ll have a harvest from this family that I’ve
sown
My children will grow up and have families of their own
Yes, my family’s like a garden and the tending never
stops
But the work is more than worth it for they are my
favorite crop.
~ Kala Cota
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There are reasons people invented airplanes,
and before that, balloons and zeppelins.
Man has always wanted to fly
and has devised many unique ways to do so,
and is still trying.
On another thought—remember the movie
“The Wizard of Oz”– that became a classic
even though it was originally turned down?
Then the movie, “It’s a Wonderful Life”
another classic, with Jimmy Stewart
and, later, his imaginary rabbit, “Harvey.”
More recently, the Harry Potter stories.
Need I say more? Yes.
James Bond, Star Trek, Twilight Zone,
fairy tales and comics,
and science fiction.
I was introduced to science fiction in a strange way.
A long time ago, I was on an airplane and saw a paperback book in the seat pocket in front of me.
It had short stories and I read one of them.
When I was done, I sat and stared into space.
An unusual story that somehow took me to a different
world.
I decided to take the book with me when I left.
Yet I did not have it with me—did I forget?
Another science fiction mystery.
~ Dolly Ruth Smith

The Reality Show
By William L. Sullivan

I

remembered the dream so clearly!
I had driven to Seattle to apply for a spot on Jerry
Menola’s reality TV show. He’s such a huge star, and I’m
such an unknown, that I knew my odds were slim. By the
time I checked into a hotel near the studio I felt self-conscious enough that I gave the clerk a fictitious name—Ron
Taylor. The clerk swiped my credit card without looking at
it. He handed it back to me and said, “Have a nice stay, Mr.
Taylor. You’re in 105.”
For some reason, he’d given me a colossal suite with
two queen beds, each in a separate room. The second room
had a glass door that opened onto a patio. Beyond was an
atrium pub where a grunge band was playing loud music.
I went back to the inner room to watch TV. Every channel was playing the same Jerry Menola rerun—the episode
where a fifty-year-old bank manager discovers that the
make-up artist assigned to prepare him for the show is his
high school girlfriend.
The next morning I awoke to voices. The people sounded
suspiciously close, as if they might be in the other room of
my hotel suite. Cautiously, I opened the door. Four longhaired, half-dressed young men lay sprawled on my other
queen bed. Electric guitars leaned against the walls. The
glass door to the patio stood half open. Apparently the grunge
band had broken in and made themselves at home.
“Ooh, man, where are we?” One of the gangly kids
squinted up at me. He wore a blue goatee that hung to one
side—a badly glued fake.
“You’re in my room,” I told him.
“Really, man? We did some evil stuff last night.”
I picked up the phone. “Desk? I have an intruder here in
Room 105.”
Obviously I was still in a dream, because a manager in
a smart suit immediately appeared. He sized us up and asked,
“Which one of you is Ron Taylor?”
I hesitated, but Dangling Goatee raised his hand. “My
name’s Ron Taylor.”
“No, no,” I objected. “I’m the one who rented this room.”
The manager said, “Could I see some ID, please?”
The kid pulled out an Oregon driver’s license with
“RONALD REAGAN TAYLOR” in giant black letters.
Apparently his parents had named him for a president.
I protested, “But my credit card paid for this room. You
can check.”
The manager shook his head. “We block the names on
credit cards for confidentiality.” He turned to the young band
member. “I’m sorry for the disturbance, Mr. Taylor.”
Then the manager took me brusquely by the arm. “If
you’d come with me, please.”
Could things get any worse? As we were leaving I heard
a click from the armoire. The faux mahogany door was ajar.
I shook myself loose from the manager and pulled the closet
open.

And there, of course, was Jerry Menola, sniggering
among the bathrobes with a television camera in his hand.
It made perfect sense. In my dreams, things always go
from bad to worse. This was just the kind of joke I could
retell at dinner parties for years.
The problem was that when I actually opened my eyes—
eager to write down the tale before it slipped away—I found
myself in a room I did not recognize. Lying beside me was
a woman I couldn’t name. A girl from a bar? A party acquaintance?
Suddenly I realized I was in the wrong episode.
My head hurt.
This was the lousy rerun where, after twenty-seven years
of marriage, I had lost Saundra.
I got up carefully, so as not to disturb the sleeping
woman. Outside it was dawn—or dusk? A Dennys beside
an empty freeway off-ramp blinked “24 hours”.
I tapped about the hotel room, naked, searching for my
clothes. All I could find was the television remote. I held it
in my hand a long time, pondering the hieroglyphic buttons. Please, I thought, let one of them work.

The Clothes Line
absorbed by my morning routines...I sleepily walked into
my kitchen.
sensing an unusual movement from the corner of my eye,
there, just outside my window was the waving clothesline
dressed with my neighbor’s colorfully-hung wash.
flapping in the March breeze, her hanging wardrobe made
me smile.
Soldiers of clothespin, strategically placed ...
fight against the winter’s wind.
Stepping outside I looked closely at this airborne winter’s
dance.
I could smell the captured noon air, lodged in their weave...
Feeling the warmth of the sun caressing this visual wardrobe
I was witness to a premature summer picture...
I became clean...
overcoming my thoughtless routines...
I danced in partnership with Sunday’s wash...
and became thankful for such an unexpected pleasure...
from just a clothesline.
~ barbara newman
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Shiralee’s Beauty
Shiralee’s mind works at its nearly normal speed
If only her tongue wasn’t so thick and sticky
It makes her speech skip gears and sputter and stall
If only she could better explain to her son who never
listens
Her son tells the EMT that it’s probably her taking a
double-dose of meds
Or missing a dose or she’s a little more cuckoo than usual
So they race her to the hospital to be on the safe side
In good hands, her busy son is relieved to get back to his
own life
A tall young stranger in a white coat diagnoses a minor
stroke
Shiralee’s daughter nods and asks what’s next for them to
do with her
If only her tongue let the words flow to tell her side of
things
‘I’m not confused, helpless or wanting anyone to do
something with me’
Shiralee watches the machine she’s hooked to prove she’s
alive
She lies rigid as the catheter sends pain shooting up her
privates
She hopes someone will speak up for her dignity until her
tongue works
Doctors, nurses and aides speak at and around her as if
she’s a baby
“Mother, it’s obvious that you’ll have to give up the cat
You’ll have to live in assisted living and no pets are allowed
there”
“Mother, no one wants Beauty so she’ll have to be put
down”
“Mother, you know the cat is old, unhealthy, messy and
smelly.”
Shiralee and Beauty are best friends, loyal allies in an
unloving world
Two old girls who’ve taken care of each other since her
husband Jack died
Beauty is an old lady’s dream come true, a faithful companion
Someone to watch TV with her, curl up behind her in bed,
and love her best
If her Jack were still alive, he’d straighten the kids out and
put things right
But she’s alone, too weary to swim against the current of
her kids’ impatience
Worry and regret are all she’s allowed to feel except for
the anger bubbling up
She prays that someone is feeding her Beauty and cleaning
the litter box
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A day later, Shiralee squeaks “I’m not ready to part
company with Beauty”
She’s no crybaby, but in frustration she sputters and sobs
to her daughter
“I’ve got money for my cat – and myself – if we live to be a
– hundred”
And cries out at the smirk, “It’s not – all about – making
your – life – ea-sy”
“Mother, you’re eighty-four and in no shape to say no to
what we decide
It’s how it is; or else for your own good we’ll force you to
do what’s best”
Shiralee is silent as the next earthquake splits the ground
beneath her
“We’ll move you to assisted living and the cat goes no
matter what you want”
That evening Shiralee’s niece, Katie, came with a chocolate
milk shake for her
And listens as Shiralee trickles out angry words and a
flood of grief
“So Auntie you want me to help re-write the last chapter
of your life”
Katie listens as Shiralee slowly explains what she wants
and can afford
Katie rescues a lonely, purring, distraught Beauty from the
retirement hotel
Taking scratching post, blanket, toys, food, litter box and
legal papers
Next morning Katie phones Shiralee’s lawyer to please
come to the hospital
To give her aunt a test for competency and then change
her advance directives
Shiralee takes back control of Jack’s and her bank accounts
and Beauty’s life
Changing who she will trust with her wishes for her future
life and death
She puts Katie in her will to take care of Beauty if she dies
or fails
And releases her children from the bother of helping in
her last years
Shiralee makes peace with her kids by re-assuring them of
what they’ll inherit
Two quiet years later, she passes away in her sleep in her
own apartment
Beauty, her best friend, sleeps front to back, her loving
companion to the end
And with her last breath, Shiralee echoes Beauty’s soft
purring in God’s choir

~ John Henry

Gramma’s Rifle
By Norm Maxwell

I

drug out my grandmother’s Model 95 Winchester and
oiled it the other day. The story goes, Grampa Kelly
bought it used when they arrived in Alaska in 1942 to participate in the Alaska Spruce logging project (ASP). Kelly
had served in the Navy in the ‘20s and had fulfilled his
military obligation. The ASP was considered valuable defense work, as the loggers extracted aviation-quality spruce
timber that was earmarked to build primary trainers in the
States and to be sent to England where the DeHaviland
company built the wooden-wonder known as the Mosquito
fighter bomber.
Gramma’s Model 95 is the short-barreled version chambered in 30 06. The original stock was removed and somebody had crafted a petite replacement out of cherrywood.
The replacement stock is offset, meaning it is bent slightly
to put the gunsights in front of the eye of a right-handed
shooter. Most rifle stocks are straight. The forestock is the
original walnut. Gramma was almost five feet tall and
weighed 95 pounds and had a hard time with a standard
rifle. I have no idea who created the cherrywood stock, but
whoever it was, did a masterful job.
The serial numbers tell me that the gun was manufactured in 1915. Winchester stubbornly hung onto its trademark lever action design even after the advent of smokeless powder and the transition to high-powered cartridges
from the early interchangeable pistol rounds. Oliver had
finally ceded the original tubular magazine for the 95 and
it came with a five-round vertical stack magazine. 30 06
bullets are usually pointy instead of rounded on the end
and dropping the piece on its butt could set off an explosion with a tubular magazine. Teddy Roosevelt used a 95
in Africa. I’ve seen a picture of him posing with one.
Gramma Pat and Grampa Kelly arrived at a lumber
camp on the Hooligan River in Alaska in the summer of
‘42. The name, “Hooligan” was actually a corruption of
“eulachon,” a type of smelt.
Kelly was gone all day in the deep woods and Gramma
Pat worked as a camp cook. Bears were known to follow
their noses into camp, and so the kitchen staff needed to be
able run off Yogi or make him dead. For many years
Gramma had a tin pie plate with twin grooves in the bottom from Little Brown Bruno’s front teeth. She had baked
a dozen pies with canned peaches for filling and put them
on the kitchen’s window sills to cool. When she went to
take in the pies, they weren’t there. Looking down outside, there was one happy bear who thought he’d died and
gone to heaven.
Pat and Kelly always carried the rifle on their time-off,
as the area was lousy with bears. It has a homemade elkhide sling and was used to shoot the odd moose that blundered into camp, too.

The war seemed far away on the Hooligan. The Japanese let an intact Zero fighter plane and a Long Lance torpedo fall into American hands during the Aleutian campaign. American torpedoes were unreliable at the time and
the Japanese models were the best in the world. Both were
studied intently and incorporated into American designs
and counter measures. RAF Mosquitos built with ASP
spruce emulated their namesake and annoyed Berlin with
“mosquito bites” in the form of 500-pound bombs most
nights. The twin engine “Mossie” flew high and fast and
her plywood skin didn’t show up well on the radar of the
day. Eventually the war ended and the demand for aviation-quality spruce evaporated overnight. Propeller-driven
aircraft were suddenly quaint antiques. Nobody ever built
a wooden jet aircraft that I have heard of.
Pat and Kelly soon left Alaska and went home to the
Siletz River in Oregon.
I have fired the old Winchester a few times, just to
make sure it works. The stock is way too short for me to
get a good sight picture. I removed the steel butt plate to
see if there were any initials or other marks, but there was
nothing. After carefully oiling everything, I reassembled
the century-old gun and put it away.

Just a Little Sparrow
I’m just a little sparrow,
Not important, so they say.
My feathers are not beautiful
They’re all brown and gray.
I have a little song
I’d like to sing to you.
“His eye is on the Sparrow,
And His eye is on you, too.”
~ Rosanna Martin
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I Spy
By Gene Conrad

I

think it must be genetic that young boys can’t help but
terrorize their sisters in some way. My friend, Barrett,
and I were not exceptions to this trait and being 10 or 11
years old, we were are the height of this kind of thinking.
Both of us had sisters and that was pretty convenient – at
least for us. That way, we always had entertainment regardless of if we were at my house or his house, about a
mile away.
I have three sisters, all older than me. Anita was the
last one still at home at the time and she was four years
older than me… still is, in fact. Barrett had two sisters,
Laura and Jolanna. Laura was a couple of years older than
we were and Jolanna was a few years younger. They still
are, too.
There are many ways to drive sisters nuts. It can be
done simply by being loud and obnoxious. It can also be
done by being very quiet so they think you might be up to
something and they are probably right. There are also the
standby tricks of jumping out from behind a door and trying to scare them or simply throwing stuff at them or stealing their stuff. You can also set up “traps” of various kinds.
The possibilities just go on and on. You know how boys
can be. You either were one or knew one that fits the description. It’s OK to admit it.
One of our favorite things to do at my house was to
take about six or eight empty tin cans of various sizes and
balance them in some sort of a stack on a single can. The
bottom can was initially placed on the floor, and once the
stack was complete you would hold the bottom can, stand
up and see how far you could walk before the stack fell
over. It was one of those activities where you were very
quiet while concentrating to stack, lift and carry the cans,
but when they fell they made wonderful banging and clanging noise that were sure to be irritating to a teenage sister
trying to read or talk on the phone in the next room.
And by the way, in those days if you had a cordless
phone that meant that the phone did not work. Anyone talking on the phone had to stay right there next to where the
phone plugged into the wall. There was no getting away
from noisy little boys if you wanted some privacy. Plus,
we could listen in on the conversation. That drives ‘em
nuts, too.
We were in elementary school and Anita was in junior
high which was in a different town. This meant that we
could be home playing by about 3:30 and Anita would not
get home until about 4:30 or so. That gave us some time to
come up with ideas.
One day I had found an electric bell at the as-is store.
(that place comes up in a lot of my stories) It was one of
those bells that you could connect to a battery and the elec24
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tromagnet and spring combination would make the clapper rattle back and forth and bang on the bell, making a
loud and obnoxious noise. Perfect! Now what to do with
it! We decided that we needed to come up with some kind
of a booby trap for Anita and it needed to be in her room.
Off we went to her room. It would be really cool if we
could somehow make the bell go off unexpectedly, and
then also do something else to try to scare her at the same
time. I started working on the bell and Barrett started working on the other scare tactic. I decided that the best thing
was to make the bell go off when she opened her door.
Barrett decided that a having a ghost attack her would be a
pretty scary thing. We decided to split up the project. I
would work on the bell and Barrett would work on the
ghost. This was gonna be GREAT! Maybe our best ever!
First, the bell. Our house was pretty unfinished and
there was a loose board right in the floor at her doorway. It
was about six inches wide and about eighteen inches long.
I worked it up and started trying to figure out a way to rig
a switch with the board so that the bell would go off when
she stepped on it. First, I grabbed a couple of metal plates
from my erector set and stuck some electrical wire through
one of the holes in one of the plates and twisted it tight.
The other end of the wire went to the bell. Then I twisted
another electrical wire to the other wire on the bell and
connected it to the battery. The wire from the other terminal on the battery to the other plate and voila! My circuit
was complete! Now to rig the switch.
I taped one of the plates to the sub-floor under where
the loose board lived and then the other plate to the bottom
of the board. Put them together and the bell rang! Except
that I didn’t bother to wipe the dust off the floor and the
board so my tape was not sticking so well and the plates
were sliding around. Also, the electrical connections were
not so reliable since they were just twisted wires. And the
nail that held the board down was loose enough in the holes
that the board kept falling down on the switch on its own.
And the bus would be here soon so hurry up!
I peeled off the tape and cleaned up the dust so it would
stick better and tried to tighten up the wire connections. I
then scrounged around and found a shirt button. I stood it
on edge to hold one end of the board up, positioned so that
when she stepped on the board the button would shoot out
kind of like squeezing a wet watermelon seed between your
fingers during a watermelon seed war.
Meanwhile, Barrett was working on the ghost. He found
a football and a pillow case and dropped the football in the
pillow case and tied a string right under the football. That
made the ghost have a football shaped head and a rather
short body. It was more humorous than scary but it was the

best he could do with what he found lying around. The
ghost was balanced up in the rafters across from the door
and the other end of the string was tied to the door. Hopefully, when she opened the door she would step on the
board at the same time. When the bell went off, she would
be reduced to a quivering mass of sister-ness by the menacing ghost that should come swinging out of the ceiling
and smack right into her. Bwa-ha-ha-ha!
Suddenly, right after our last test, we saw the school
bus coming! We hurriedly scrambled around to get everything set. As she was coming in the door of the house I was
frantically trying to get the button positioned under the
board. Barrett was trying to get the ghost to stay in position and it seemed to have a mind of its own. The door to
the hall leading to the stairs opened and we quickly finished up and scrambled across the house to my room. We
were giggling and making a racket, so I think she was tipped
off that something was in the works. She went to her room
and I heard the “Snap” sound the button makes when the
board was stepped on… but no bell. And no screaming or
begging for mercy from the ghost.
Suddenly, without any sound or comment, the ghost
came flying through the curtain that acted as the door to
my room and smacked into the wall across from the door.
There were no words spoken, no sounds, nothing. We figured she must be pretty ticked so we hightailed it outside.
Later when I checked out the bell I found that I had
placed the button a little wrong and instead of shooting out
it turned sideways and ended up keeping the board up just
enough that the metal plates would not touch. The ghost
had indeed swung down and smacked into her. Well, one
out of two is pretty good! Sometimes you have to take
your victories where you get them.
At Barrett’s house, he had two sisters, so that meant
twice the fun! However, because they were about 6 years
different in age we had very different strategies for them.
Both of the strategies shared a common technique, though.
Spying. We were experts at it in our own minds.
Laura, the older one, was usually pretty easy to set off.
All we had to do was creep up on her and start peeking
around the corner and spy on her. The challenge was to see
how long we could spy on her before she would finally
pop a cork and yell, “Mo-th-er! They’re doing it again!
AAARRRR!” and come tearing after us. Of course this is
exactly what we were after. We were not really interested
in what she was doing; we just knew that the excitement of
the suspense of anticipation is only superseded by the thrill
of the chase. We would definitely be back.
Barrett’s younger sister, Jolanna, was a different challenge. She was about five at the time and was very imaginative and carefree girl. I remember one time in particular
when we were spying on her while she was playing in the
barnyard. She was hosting a tea party for her dolls and
bears and had them seated on pieces of wood and rocks

around a stump that served as the table. We were spying
on her for quite a while, but she was completely oblivious
to us. We kept sticking our heads out a little farther, or
running to a new vantage point or making some sounds,
but she was very absorbed in what she was doing and took
no notice of us. This was actually getting kind of boring so
we needed to do something to liven things up a bit. Fortunately, she decided to go to the house for something. This
was our chance! We hurried out from our hiding places
and checked out the situation up close. What to do?
Their family had a small herd of pygmy goats and we
decided it would be pretty hilarious to fill the tea cups with
goat poo. You city slickers probably think that’s pretty
gross, but poo is kind of one of the facts of life on the farm
and when it is dry it isn’t that big of a deal. So off we went
and quickly gathered the “supplies” and filled the cups.
We heard the back door open and close so we finished up
and hustled back to our hiding places.
Here she came, singing one of her little songs and skipping out to the tea party. She skipped up to the stump and
froze. The singing stopped and she stared at the cups, clearly
wondering how poo had appeared in the teacups. Then she
just shrugged, started singing and pretended to feed them
to her dolls and bears.
I should be better at remembering that a shrug, a song
and a little imagination is often the best way to deal with
turds in your teacup. It’s amazing what you can learn from
your sisters.

Furlough
Let go of your plan.
Save that
For the moment of battle.
It’ll come, waving flags.
Right now,
Watch soft shapes
Stepping out of darkness.
Feel your nose tickle
As java steam rises,
Earthy and bitter,
While your tongue scratches
With jam and butter toast,
Salty sweet.
So ignore your desk
And list of to-do’s.
Take your furlough.
It’s due.
~ Rachel Rich
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Life On The Half Shell
By Mario

M

ercy, mercy me! If life throws another curveball my
way, I’m going to expire. Why yesterday, I lost my
job and then the utility bill came in the mail... Two hundred fifty dollars and forty seven cents. Those money grubbers! The nerve of them... always gotta have those forty
seven cents! If those people had to live on my income,
they would drop those forty seven cents. Just burns my
butt! I think I’ll just march right down to that utility office
tomorrow and give them a piece of my mind.
Wednesday morning, I arose bright and early, dressed,
and then headed to the PG&E utility office. Finding they
don’t open until nine, I was seething. When they did open,
I asked to see the manager. He was a short, round fellow
with thick horn-rimmed glasses. He also sported a ridiculous ill-fitting toupee with a Van Dyke beard. After I gave
him a tongue-lashing like you’ve never heard, he asked
for the bill and as he scanned it closely, a smile crossed his
face.
“Now, what is your name and address?”
“Why you Doofus! It says right there... my name is
Lois Bergstrom. Are you stupid or something?”
“Mrs Bergstrom, your argument is not with PG&E, it’s
with the post office. You see, this bill is made out to your
next door neighbor, Mr. Wilson.”
I apologized, slithered back out to the car and then
sheepishly crept out of the parking lot. As soon as I got
home, I called my mother, had a good cry and then took a
nap.
When I woke up, it was after five. Noticing Mr.
Wilson’s car pulling into the drive, I hurriedly took him
the bill. While there, I made some lame excuse for opening it. He graciously accepted my apology and then invited me in for coffee. I politely excused myself. There
were enough problems in my life without begging for more.
Oh, there must be a hole in these clouds, somewhere!
When I find it, I’m going to celebrate for a week, maybe
even treat myself to a steak dinner.
Friday morning, while shopping at the neighborhood
market, who should I run into but Ruthie, from my church
prayer group. She made a point of telling about how wonderful and well-off her two children were.
“Why, they live in the same town... and can you believe?... on the same street! My oldest son, Jody, has a
wonderful job. He flies one of those passenger planes. Tracy
is some kind of a college head football coach. They make
tons of money...”
Finally, I pried myself away and while walking to the
meat case mumbled, “Stuff it, Lady!” (I am familiar with
that kind of language.)
26
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While at the fish counter, I spied succulent-looking
oysters. “Gimme a dozen of those oysters, would you
please?”
The woman at the counter complied, and then I picked
up eggs, butter and a loaf of white bread on my way to
checkout.
There are some things that I have a problem understanding. One is the feeling of Jesus in my heart and somehow, the thought of murder, too. I also realize, I am not the
brightest light bulb in the house, but I do glow.
On the way home, a thoughtless driver cut me off while
coming out of his driveway. I wanted to shout obscenities
and maybe flip him off. Sure as I do, though, he’ll be sitting next to me in church on Sunday. “Love your brother,
Sister, love your brother.”
My mind was beating me up all the way home, trying
to tell me to calm down. Besides that, Pastor Johnson has
been drilling into us to love our brothers and neighbors. I
wonder if he sometimes chokes on his own words.
Well, it has been said, “Behind every cloud, there’s a
silver lining.” I have finally found mine and there is a hole
for sunshine to beam through, too.
Monday, in the mailbox, there were two letters for me.
One was from the PG&E utility company...
“Dear Sir or Madam, we have discovered a mistake in
your utility bill. It seems you’ve overpaid your bill for the
last eleven straight months. Enclosed you’ll find a check
for $367. Please accept our apologies. Woodrow Milhous,
President of PG&E.”
The other piece of mail was from my job, asking me to
come back to work.
Wow, I’m loved! I’m loved! I’m loved!
Tonight, I am going to sink my teeth into a big, juicy
Porterhouse steak. Then, I’ll have oysters on the half shell.
This calls for a celebration!

Groundwaters Submissions of “Six-Word Stories”
By Vicki Sourdry

W

illamette Writers challenged their members with a “Six-word story”
contest. Ridge Writers (a local writer’s group in Veneta) decided to give
it a try for ourselves. The very short story has to have a “story arc,” meaning
that there has to be change between the beginning and the end – not an easy
thing in six words! Several of the members of the group (and one who isn’t)
offered these for Groundwaters publication.

6

Alex Saucedo
Spring flower pollen. Pollen allergies spring.
* ~*~ *

Karen Wickham
Twinkling eyes, mischievous smile. Let’s play.
Finger-mapping flesh. Arms caressing. Breathless.
Search. Touch. Kiss, Caress, Unveil, Revere.
Years bonded. One dies. Love doesn’t.
Three marriages busted. Match.com. Bingo.
* ~*~ *
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Christi Corbett
Frantic pain. Arms extended. Newborn snuggles.
* ~*~ *

Vicki Sourdry
Earthquake. Devastation. Volunteers bring help, hope.
Homeless, hopeless. Friends. Life worth living.
Practice. Failure. Practice. Failure. Practice. Success.
Youth, aimless. Mentor, example. Goals, future.
Love letter written, returned. Resent, accepted.
Crime. Falsely accused. Incarceration. Trial. Redemption.
* ~*~ *

Jon Paxton
Chest pains. Hospital recovery. Life changing.
Lost daughter found, united. Euphoria reigns.
Pacemaker installed. Dies anyway. Blackness descends.
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Cookin’ With Jen

I

was lucky enough to receive some cookbooks
that had belonged to my husband’s late grandmother
recently. Among them was a cookbook, much used and with
many notes in the margins, that was a double of the one that
she had given my mother-in-law after she married my father-in-law.
Another was the South Lane School Foodservice Association
Cookbook, published as a fundraiser for the school in 1993. It
is full of down-home, tasty dishes.

Cheese Wafers
½ c. butter
1 c. grated Cheddar cheese
1 c. self-rising flour
½ t. salt
Dash of Cayenne Pepper
Cream butter and cheese until light and fluffy. Add flour,
salt, and cayenne. Mix well. Roll in balls and flatten on
ungreased cookie sheet. Bake at 375 degrees for 10-12 minutes. –Carol King, Lincoln Middle School

Swiss Steak
2 lb. round Steak
¼ t. dry mustard
¼ t. celery salt
1 medium onion, chopped fine
1 T. horseradish
1 c. boiling water
Mix all dry ingredients; simmer. Pour over steak. Bake at
350 degrees until tender. –Colleen Toot, Bohemia Elementary
School

Mashed Potato BonBons (Mounds Bar)
12 oz. flaked coconut
1 lb. powdered sugar
½ c. hot mashed potatoes
6 oz. chocolate chips
½ sq. unsweetened chocolate
¼ bar paraffin wax
Melt chocolate chips, unsweetened chocolate, and paraffin
over double boiler. Mix potatoes,coconut, and powdered
28
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sugar. Form into 1 inch balls. Dip in chocolate mixture and
cool on waxed paper. Store in airtight container. –Merlyn
White, Dorena Elementary School
And here is the holy grail of recipes – the best rolls I’ve ever
eaten.

Refrigerator Yeast Rolls
1 t. sugar
1 t. salt
1 pkg. dry yeast
½ c. water
2 eggs
7 c. flour
½ c. sugar
1 c. shortening
2 c. water
Combine first 5 ingredients in a mixing bowl. Mix 2 minutes on low speed of standing mixer. Set aside. Combine
flour with remaining ingredients in a large mixing bowl.
Mix 3 minutes at medium speed. Add yeast mixture. Mix 3
minutes more. Cover and let rise in a warm draft free place
about 3 hours or until doubled in bulk. Punch dough down.
Cover and refrigerate overnight (or up to 4 days).With lightly
floured hands, shape dough into 1 ½ inch balls. Place in
greased 9 inch round pans. Let rise about 2 hours or until
doubled in bulk. Bake rolls at 400 degrees for 10-12 minutes. Makes 2 ½ dozen. –Trilla Gaethle, Bohemia Elementary
School.

Aaronita’s Regal Beans
By Rhonda Rauch

R

One Glorious Moment
In Loving Memory of Joseph Hert

oasting green beans is Aaronita’s special way of saying “Hello” to her and Devin’s visiting friends.
Ranjita turned into the driveway lined with our newlyplanted trees and saw Raquel’s white Mazda. While she
was still in her car, Ranjita stepped out of hers! She honked
her horn at Raquel, waved out her driver’s side window.
They were having a real fun party time.
Like a princess in a parade, Ranjita shrilled, “Aaronita
is making the whole family dinner. Everything should be
ready when you get inside.”

One glorious moment I had a son
A season of time when I find him on my mind
One glorious moment

Aaronita’s Regal Beans

I know you are waiting on the shores
Forever more
Someday soon
We’ll meet again,
I long to see your face
To embrace
For one glorious moment
I had a son!

1 lb green beans, trimmed
½ c slice shallots
1 T canola oil
½ tsp salt
1 T rice vinegar
1 tsp olive oil
1 tsp mustard
½ c toasted, chopped hazelnuts (filberts)
Heat oven to 400 degrees F. Toss green beans and shallots
with canola oil and salt to mix and put in a shallow pan.
Roast until the shallots begin to carmelize and the beans
begin to soften and brown.
Meanwhile, whisk rice vinegar, olive oil and mustard
in a serving bowl. Remove the beans from the
oven, toss with the vinegar mixture.
Sprinkle with hazelnuts and
serve warm.

I held a treasure that was rare
Your laughter echoes in my heart
I wish you knew my son
How I long to see you again
For one glorious moment

In an instant the pain will be gone
In one glorious moment
They’ll be no more, forevermore
On the shore
In one glorious moment!
~ Katherine Geller
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I

’ve been pleased to teach creative writing at Veneta Elementary for a few months and I’d love to share some
of the student’s work. I teach ages 1st-5th and each class
is full of talented, witty, fun students. It’s been a lot of fun.
I’ll share a few pieces as often as I can; starting with these
poems some of the kids wrote and illustrated to enter in a
contest sponsored by the Eugene Asian Celebration. The
specifications of the contest were that they be about some
aspect of nature. By coincidence, one of the classes had
been studying Haiku and so the form was both fun and
familiar to them.
~ Jennifer Chambers

Time

Clouds
Cumulonimbus
The cloud that brings us wetness
Is above our heads.

Find,
A time,
Where Space,
Exists,
Through matter.

Brandon Foote and
Caleb Gibson, grade 5

Read,
The icy wind,
The swirling vortex,
The blackish energy,
That surrounds the Pit.

Coral

Travel,
To light and sound,
Speed does not matter,
But time,
The seconds,
The minutes,
The vast gaping multiverse.
The seconds,
Are the future,
The countless minutes,
Are the past,
The present,
A tiny Blip of Time,

Rainbow of the sea
Fish gather around to see
As I scrape my knee
Courtney Haffner, grade 5

Squirrels
In the right fall time
Squirrels wave their bushy tails
Nuts fall down the trees
Maddie Alansky, grade 5

In a vortex of space.
Embrace the Present,
For it soon will be gone,
Keep time of every second,
Keep time,
To keep the past.
~ Emma Diana Lyn Phillips, age 11

Galaxies
The stars in the sky
The galaxy turning around
The light shining through
Edenn Blunt, grade 5
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Greetings from Eugene by Nick DeAngelo
http://www.nickdeangelo.com

Looking for someone to proofread,
edit or layout your manuscript?

Check out
Groundwaters Publishing, LLC!
We also do layout and design for print-ready
files for on-line publishing or to submit to
your publisher!
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Community News

A Look Back In Time

T

he Fern Ridge Parents Group has changed its date
to the first Thursday of each month at 6:00 p.m. At this
month’s meeting, they discussed 8th grade promotion, and
Interim Principal Mr. Barsotti was there to speak with parents and guardians as well. The Parent Group is a great
way to be involved and to see how you can help the school.
Future events will be organized at the meetings, and families can be kept abreast of what’s upcoming in the middle
school by attending.
A reminder for parents of kids in the Fern Ridge School
district: new days were added to make up for unplanned
“Snow Days” that went beyond the days built into the year
for them. The new dates school will be in session are: June
16th through June 19th. The 5th grade promotion will be June
19th, and Field Day BBQ will be on June 18th.
The Lorane RAC is having a Talent Show Sunday,
April 6. Come share your talents or support your friends
and neighbors! The city of Lorane will have another Spaghetti and Bingo night on April 26, as well -- it’s a great
time with some good people, and lots of laughs too!
Territorial Sports Program is taking signups for baseball, softball, and T-ball until April 7. Check with the representative from your school in the Crow-Applegate-Lorane
and Fern Ridge School Districts for registration drop-off
sites. Or go to the TSP Fecebook page for more questions.
The Fern Ridge Public Library has a full schedule of
events for anyone interested in starting their kids’ interest
in books and the community. Ages 6-12 have events at 4-5
p.m. each Wednesday. Lego Club is the first week, Science Club the second week, Book Club the 3rd week, and
Read To a Dog on the last week (generally).Toddler time
(ages 1-3) is Fridays at 11:20 a.m., and Preschool Story
Time is Wednesday at 10:45 for 3-5 year-olds.
Come spend time in historic Cottage Grove, OR for
the Cottage Grove Art Walk. The Art Walk is held on the
last Friday of the month from April to November, and holds
a rotating variety of businesses and artists supporting each
other by hosting the jaunt through downtown. You can see
amazing art, jewelry, and local businesses in action.
Keep your eyes peeled when you’re driving through
Veneta this spring and summer! It’s time for the return of
the Farmer’s Market. The day of the week has changed,
but you’ll see the same great cast of local farmers and artisans, plus new ones that are sure to become favorites. They
will feature children’s activities, health and wellness providers, and live music, as well. The market will be each
Saturday from June 7th through September 27th, and times
are from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. They are anticipating from 12 to
20 vendors each week, and if you want a spot, there might
be some available: contact Market Manager Marie Pickett
at saturnconsulting@gmail.com. Market farmers and Arti32
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sans will be involved in the Annual Fundraising Harvest
Festival, to benefit the Mid-Lane Service Center and its
organizations.
It’s auction time! The Territorial Sports Program
auction is April 12 at Domaine Meriwether. The tickets
will include a dinner as well as the auction. Tickets will be
available in advance (call Alyssa Morse at 541-520-9072
or at the door). They include dinner catered by the Oregon
BBQ company and are $15.00 per person. Reserved tables
for $125.00 for 4 people or $250.00 for a table of 8, and
reserved tables receive a glass of wine or beer with dinner.
The silent auction starts at 5:30 p.m. and oral auction starts
at 6:30.
And of course it’s time for the Veneta Auction! This
year’s theme is Candyland. Proceeds go to things like field
trips and classroom supplies. The auction is April 26th,
and donations are gratefully being accepted.
Look for Benefits by the Glass, a benefit for the Fern
Ridge Service Center, June 6 from 1 to 4 p.m at Domaine
Meriwether. The event is free. There is a silent auction,
food, music, beer and wine for purchase. Looking ahead,
another event to benefit the Service Center is the Veneta
Harvest Festival on September 13th from 10 to 4 p.m. For
either of these events you may contact Lois Rios at 541935-4555 or 541-556-5665.
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